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ABSTRACT

Erika Septianingrum. NIM : 2201403027. English Department. The Faculty of Language and Art Semarang State University 2007. A Descriptive Study on the Students Mastery in Using Conjunctions But, And Or, Before, After A Case Study of the Eleventh Year Students of SMUN I Wiradesa.

Conjunction is important to be learn. The reasons for choosing the topic are that topic is very interesting for the writer and she wants to know the students’ mastery in using conjunctions: but, and, or, before, after. The aim of this study is to find the answer of the problem, “How is the mastery of eleventh year students of SMUN I Wiradesa in using conjunctions but, and, or, before, and after ?”

In getting the data, the writer gave the test consisting of 100 items to students of grade XI IPA 1 and XI IPS 1 of SMUN I Wiradesa. To know the whether the test is valid or not, the writer had tried-out the test at SMUN I Wiradesa. The tried-out consists of 110 items. 100 items were valid and 10 items were not.

The population in this study is all students of grade XI IPA and IPS of SMUN I Wiradesa. The number of the population is 280 students that are grouped into seven classes. The writer gave the data on June 7, 2007.

After collecting the data, the writer did analysis by using table identification to identify the result of the test. From the table it can be seen that there are 18 students who got very good scores, 48 students who got good scores, and 14 students got fair scores.

Based on the description above, it can be interpreted that most of the students got good scores in using conjunctions but, and, or, before, and after. Based on the general capability, the students have mastered the materials. However, the capabilities vary. They make different numbers of errors in mastery conjunctions but, and, or, before, and after in sentences.

The highest score from the test is 88 gained by 2 students and the lowest score is 60 gained by 1 student.

From the result, the writer can get concludes that the students must study harder to get better mark and the teacher of SMUN I Wiradesa must make the teaching and learning process succesfull and effective and give motivation to the students to study hard. So the students can get good mark.

By knowing the conjunctions: but, and, or, before, and after, the students will be encouraged to be active in improving their vocabulary skills. By knowing the result of this study the teacher can understand the students mastery in using conjunctions. The teacher should give more exercises and more attention to the teaching of English subject especially conjunctions: but, and, or, before, and after. The errors made by the students show that they faced some difficulties. When the result exercises are not satisfactory, the teachers should explain the topic again.